
Sample biographical abstracts (100 word maximum) 
The UNE PG Conference Chair will introduce you before your session. That is 
why we ask you to supply a short biographical summary. Within the 100-
word limit, feel free to mention your accomplishments and explain how your 
project might be rooted in your past and/or present life. Projects often grow 
organically out of who you are and what you’ve done or want to do.  It is 
especially nice for the biography to reflect such connections.  

Please note that we reserve the right to edit your abstract and biography for 
size, content, and style. If substantial change is required you and your 
supervisor will be consulted.   

 
Carina Baskett (“Exploring and Sharing Nature and Culture through Bilingual 
Podcasting”) 

Goldwater Scholar, Mellon/Mays Fellow, and National Merit Finalist, Carina is known as 
the “Tree Queen” for her development of an extensive campus tree map and labelling 
system. A major in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, she has published a peer‐
reviewed paper on pollination and invasive species in the Annals of Botany. She is also 
active in campus radio, serving as News Director for KTRU and teaching a course on 
radio journalism. She has also interned at Houston Public Radio, KUHF. 

Sulochana Dissanayake (“The Development of Contemporary Theatre Companies 
in S. Africa and Indonesia”) 

Sulo is an active theatre director, leading the Robinson Players, the student‐run theatre 
group on campus, and directing four productions for the Bates College and 
Williamstown Theatre Festival. She interned at the Guthrie Theatre (Minneapolis) and 
received the Harward Centre Community Based Research Fellowship Award for 
research on the children of prisoners in Sri Lanka. She dreams of founding a 
contemporary theatre company in Sri Lanka someday. 

Edward Falk (“Keeping the Faith: Endangered Religious Communities in the Arab 
World”) 

With Jewish/Catholic parents, Ed first learned Arabic working with refuges in St. Louis, 
then travelled to Syria to perfect his skills. As an Eagle Scout and National Merit Finalist, 
he attended Carleton College, where he majors in History. He is a member of the field 
hockey team, the jazz band, and History Department Curriculum Committee. His goals 
are to become a scholar/historian/statesman of the Middle East region. 

Source: http://www.freetemplatedownloads.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Sample-
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